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'American Idol'
contestant performs
at Cla-zel tonight
By Christie Kerner
Reporter

After auditioning for "American
Idol," the strings of Luke lames
Shaffer's guitar will be heard by
University students and community members tonight.
He will be performing at Clazel on 127 N. Main Street. The
doors will open at 8 p.m. and it
will cost five dollars to attend.
lames last performed at the
Cla-zel a few days before he left
for the "American Idol" competition.
"1 booked him for Friday or
Saturday and he left Sunday,"
Cla-zel Director of Marketing
Banan Alkilani said. "I had no
idea it was for American Idol."
Another local band called
Mark Dally will be opening the
show for lames.
"He's got a lot of great support
because he's a local of Bowling
Green," Alkilani said.
lames started playing guitar
before his freshman year of college and has since pursued a

E

Luke James
Shaffer
Local musican.
auditioned for
"American Idol"

career in music and song writing
after moving to New York City.
The University alum auditioned in Boston and received
the golden ticket to move on to
Hollywood in this season's competition. He made it to the top
25 contestants until the judges
let him go.
"I kind of knew what was going
on because 1 had auditioned last
year," lames said. "That boosted
my confidence."
lames was in Hollywood for
five days with 200 other people
competing for the title of the next
"American Idol." He describes the
experience as a whirlwind with
people quickly going in and out
See IDOL | Page 2

Multicultural dinner to
showcase University's
diverse population
By Kate Snyder

"I think its important

Managing Editor

for [students] to

Students looking to expand their
palates to include food from know how diverse the
all over the world could get the
chance this Sunday.
campus is.
The
World
Student
Yuchun
Zhou | Graduate Assistant
Association is hosting the annual International Dinner March
28, from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the ets at the information desk in the
Union ballroom.
Union, but Zhou said they would
Yuchun Zhou, a graduate be sold right up to the start of the
assistant for the WSA, said the dinner.
dinner is held every year to show
She said a flag procession will
the number of different cultures begin the evening with flag-carat the University.
riers representing more than
"All students can come, all peo- 40 countries. The WSA is still
ple in the community can come," looking for flag carriers, so those
Zhou said.
interested should contact Zhou.
Tickets for students are $10
Along with the procession,
(with a $2 discount for flag-bear- Korean singers, African dancers,
ers), and tickets for faculty and
See DINNER | Page 3
community members are $18.
Interested people can buy tick-

Debris from residence halls'
demolition to be reused, recycled

AUINABUZAS I THE BG NEWS

TEAR IT DOWN: Construction crews continue demolition of Rodgers Quadrangle on
Wednesday afternoon. Although it may seem as though debris is going to waste, most of it
will be recycled

CAMPUS

Wood County ranks ninth on list of
healthiest Ohio counties

By Rose Schneider
Reporter

By Angela Green
Reporter

The demolition of Rodgers
Quadrangle, Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity house and Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity house that
began Feb. 20 left much debris
to be sorted through — but most
of it will be reused.
"The only thing we didn't recycle was thecarpeting," said Marc
Brunner, the University's project
architect. "Probably everything

According to the County Health
Rankings released on l«b. 17,
Wood County ranked the ninth
healthiest out of Ohio's 88 counties.
The study was part of the
Mobilizing Action Toward
Community Health Project
(MATCH) between the Robert
Wood lohnson Foundation and
the University of Wisconsin
Population Health Institute.
The project ranks counties
based on two areas.

See RODGERS I
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The first is the health outcomes of a population, which
measure the length and quality
of life. The second are health
factors, which look at environment and behaviors.
"We have a higher than average high school graduation rate
and post-high school education
level, and when people have
more opportunities for higher
education, they make better
health choices," said Pat Snyder,
public health technologies
specialist at the Wood County
Health Department.
All of the information collect-

SPORTS

Arab culture differs from U.S.

Feminism remains controversial

Many view Arab women as oppressed

Columnists Pat Saundets and Kate Noftsingei

The combination of poor fielding and

and controlled, but the Brown Bag

explore the issues that women face as a minority

pitching doomed the Falcons, as they

Lunch series discussed why this view is a

group, and how there are limitations attached to the

fell to Central Michigan 12-7 in their
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health care they receive | Pag* 4

home opener | Paat 6
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BG drops home opener

"It allows us to put a
variety of different
measurements
together in one place."
Julie VViiien-- .

ed and the rankings arc on the
County Health Rankings Web
site.
According to the Uvli site,
HEALTH
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What's the first thing that comes to mind when you
hear the word 'feminism?
ASHLEY BERMAN
Junior. Comm. Disorders
"Radical."
I P.O. 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER

ATHLETES

TUES., MARCH 23
2:25 A.M.
Complainant reported there was
loud music within the 900 block of
Klotz Road

3:44 P.M.
Thomas Getz, 51. of Bowling Green,
was cited for tampering/theft of
utilities within the 300 block of
Colony Lane.

8:44 P.M.
Complainant reported he was
receiving harassing phone calls and
texts from ex-wife.

WED., MARCH 24
12:57 A.M.
Shelby Gonzales. 18. of Danville.
Ohio, was cited for underage unde'
the influence within the 100 block of
N Mam St.

From Page 1
classroom.
"They maintain relationships with your teachers and
stay updated with your grades,"
Barnes said.
Athletes that are on scholarships receive various benefits.
Barnes said they generally get a
certain amount of money each
week to spend on meals in the
dining halls. The football team
also has team dinners, usually
Monday through Thursday.
"It helps out with our funds,
and the coaches are able to
make sure we are eating,"

Barnes said.
Senior Katia Babina. captain
of the University's tennis team,
said every freshman has to do
six hours of study tables their
first semester, and if they get

HEALTH
From Page 1

2:17 A.M.
Uptown/Downtown reported they
received counterfeit money sometime during the evening.

234 A.M.
Amber Tierney. 22, of Wapaltoneta.
Ohio, was cited for littering and
arrested for disorderly conduct
unable to care for self within the 200
block of N. Prospect St.

K ONLINE: Go to bgviewscom for the
MTcomplete blotter Irst

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

FRUCAL
FALCON$
Whet'i *n often over looked
way of making a good
imprewion al a job interview?

*

A Doing something unexpected c
surprising to make you stand c
from the crowd
B. Learning about the company
where you'll be interviewed
C. Including as much information
on your resume as possible

Brought to you by:

BGSU.

there were 5,975 premature
deaths in Wood County, which
is about 1.000 fewer than average in Ohio.
Wood County ranked high for

health behaviors.
Only 9 percent of adults in
Wood Counts smoke, while 24
percent smoke in Ohio.
In Wood County, II percent
binge drink while statewide, 10

percent binge drink.
The teen birth rate for Wood
County is 18 births per 1,000
teen girls, compared to 41 statewide.
The factors for clinical care
were about the same for Wood

County and Ohio.
In Wood County, 87 percent of
high school freshmen graduate
and 30 percent of the population over 25 years old have a
4-year college degree.
There are 10 percent of children living in poverty in Wood

WWWBGVIEWS.COM

higher than a 3.0 GPA after that,
then they do not have to do
study tables anymore.
The tennis team practices
for two hours every day during
their season, and on Mondays
and Wednesdays they have lifting for an hour.
During the tennis season the
team is typically away every
weekend. When they travel, the
hotel and food is paid for.
Babina said a benefit of being
a student-athlete with a scholarship is having their books paid
for, and they receivea meal plan
if they live on campus. If they
live off campus, as in Babina's
case, they get a check for food
and rent,
"I definitely believe that what I
do is worth it because 1 play the
sport t bat I love for a schola rsh ip
that 1 worked hard for before
coming to college," Babina said.
Senior Meg Richardson, cap-

tain of the swim team, said they
have a very vigorous practice
schedule as well. They practice Monday through Saturday
all year. The swim team also
spends its Saturday mornings
together for their three-hour
practices.
"Many people don't realize
how much work goes into it.
And we don't get enough credit
because people assume that just
because we're athletes we get our
school paid for, but that always
isn't the case," Richardson said.
Richardson said one of the
best parts of being on the swim
team is the close bond she
formed with her teammates.
"A part of being on the team
is you have a group of 20 that
becomes your family," she said.
"We're a group of people going
through the same thing, so it's
instant friends and instant family."

of the competition.
"You're there and then you're
gone," James said.
He performed three different
times in Hollywood and said
he was happy with each of his
performances.
"After that, your at the mercy
of the judges," he said.
However, James said the
exposure and contacts he
received while competing on
the show has made him better
because of it.
His laid back attitude also
helped to keep his stress level
down in the high-stress atmosphere of the Hollywood competition.
James said it's sometimes
hard to watch the show since he
wishes he could be with them.

"I've made some cool friends,"
James said. "I've talked to everyone in the top 12."
Junior Anna Gorman grew
up in Bowling Green and knew
James through her brother who
traveled to Italy with him. Once
she found out he was on the
show she started watching it.
"I found out through Facebook
and then it randomly came up
with my brother," Gorman said.
She was later disappointed to
see him off the show.
"It makes the show more
personable," Gorman said. "It
makes people from this town
want to watch it."
James continues to pursue
his music career and will have
a demo of his music available
at the show.
"He's a great person as well
as a great talent so it's kind of
a win-win |situation|," Alkilani
said.

County, compared to 18 percent
state-wide.
"We have a poverty level
which is lower than average and
that has an impact on health.
It affects what they can do and
what they can change," Snyder
said.
Wood County ranked 72 out
of 88 counties for physical environment factors.
Snyder said this is because the
information about the ozone
levels used to rank the counties
was from 2005.
"A challenge for the project was to find uniform data
throughout the whole United
States," Snyder said. "We know
they've tested in Wood County
recently, but they had to find
the one data set that's uniform.
Somewhere in the United States
the last test was done in 2005."
Snyder said Wood County's
proximity to Toledo had an
effect on die clinical care rankings.
"A lot of people go to Lucas
County, so there isn't a need

for physicians in Wood County," doing," Willems Van Dijk said.
"Anyone can use it. That's one
she said.
Julie Willems Van Dijk, an of the reasons we've created the
assistant scientist on the proj- Web site. It's easy to get to the
ect, said scientists collected the information."
She also said they are using
information from different fedthe rankings to promote awareeral agencies.
These include the Center for ness.
"Here in Wisconsin, local
Disease Control and Prevention,
the FBI, the National Center health officials have been invitfor Health Statistics, the ing people to get together and
Environmental
Protection improve the health in the community," she said.
Agency and the IRS.
The Wood County Hospital
The University of Wisconsin
completed rankings for the also helps with health awarestate of Wisconsin for the past ness through programs, which
may affect Wood County's rankseven years.
"The Robert Wood Johnson ing.
Catherine Harned, director of
foundation saw it as an effective tool and asked if we could marketing and business develexpand it and create rankings opment at the Wood County
for the whole nation." said Hospital, said the hospital has
smoking cessation classes for
Willems Van Dijk.
She explained some of the people who want to stop smokreasons for ranking counties ing and weight loss classes.
The hospital also has a diabenationwide.
"It allows us to put a variety of tes education department and
different measurements togeth- provides free screenings that
include cholesterol, blood sugar
er in one place to help people
see how their community is and bone density.

The hospital staff also gives
free health lectures.
WUIemsVanDijksaid MATCH
plans to do the rankings until
2012 and will then determine if
the rankings are valuable.
There is a project called
America's Health Rankings
which has ranked states in
health care for the past 20 years.
"It's really valuable to measure over the long haul," she
said. "We can see which states
have improved in health outcomes and look at states that
have decreased and see what
diey are doing differently."
MATCH would like to be able
look at differences on a local
level.
"While America's Health
Rankings is great, you need
to get it down to a local level,"
Willems Van Dijk said. "People
in Bowling Green want to know
how we are doing and how do
we compare to other communities in the state."
The Web site for the rankings
is countyhealthrankings.org.

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
wMwprelerreapropeniasco.com

IDOL
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Lemons contain more
sugar than strawberries

MAKE YOUR HOME NT:
Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.
Piedmont Apts
Updated Birchwood (small pet allowed)
Mini Mall Apts. (Downtown)
1 Bedroom & Efficiencies
Houses

You deserve a factual look at...

Racism In the Islamic World
How can peace prevail In the Middle East in the face of Islamic
bigotry and hate? When will moderate Muslims speak out?
For years, the IV. led by Islamic and Arab nations and their sympathizers, has accused Israel of racism and
"apartheid." That is nonsense, of course. But the world consistently turns a blind eye to open, seething antiSemitism in Islamic society.

What are the facts?

Islamic anti-Semites for Jews.) Tom Lantos, the late
In one of the most astonishing propaganda coups
U.S. Congressman, called the Prince's assertion "an
outrage . . . blatant hypocrisy." but Islamic leaders
ever, a United Nations conference on racism, which
were silent. In fact, millions of Muslims still insist
took place in Durban South Africa, declared that
Zionism is racism. No wonder the U.S. and Israel
that Zionists were behind the September 11 attacks
on the World Trade Center.
walked out of the meeting, which was dominated by
representatives of Islamic and Arab states and other
Anti-Semitism Is expressed so freely and
ubiquitously in most Islamic societies that no citizen
anti-Israel forces, and whose conclusions were
can escape it. During Ramadan
predictable from the outset.
The supreme irony of this "untH Muslims reject racism in a few vears *»■ EsyPts sUte"
controlled TV aired "Horseman
conference was that it accused
all forms, they can't expect
Without a Horse," a program
no other nation of racism—only
Israel. In truth, Israel is perhaps Islam to enjoy full respect as a based on the notorious forgery.
the most racially and ethnically
The Protocols of the Elders of
political_and spiritual force." Zion.
in which Jews allegedly
diverse and tolerant country in _
use the blood of non-Jews to
the world. More than half of
make Passover matzot. In Iran, a TV series. "Zahra's
Israel's Jewish population consists of people of
color—blacks from Ethiopia and Yemen, as well as
Blue Eyes," portrays "Zionists" kidnapping
Palestinian children and harvesting their organs.
brown-skinned people from Morocco, Iran, Syria.
Perhaps nowhere is the hatred of Jews more
Egypt and Israel itself. In addition, Israel's population
includes more than one million Arabs, who enjoy the
virulent than among the Palestinians. Most
same civil rights as Jewish Israelis. In Israel hate
perniciously. Palestinian children are taught in
school that Jews are descended from apes and pigs
speech is banned, and it is against the law to
and that the most noble thing they can do is to kill
discriminate based on race or religion.
In contrast. anti-Semitism—a poisonous form of
Jews. Muslim clerics like Imam Ibrahim Madiras, an
racism directed specifically against the Jewish
employee of the Palestinian Authority, declared in a
television sermon. "Jews are a cancer" and later that,
people—is rampant in most all Islamic societies. Not
only is anti-Semitism commonplace in Muslim
"Muslims will kill the Jews... (and) rejoice in Allah's
nations, but it is propagated shamelessly by their
victory." No surprise, then, that the 1982 doctoral
leaders, in state-sponsored media, and by Muslim
dissertation of Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas
clergy.
makes the astounding claim that "Zionists"
For example, former Malaysian Prime Minister
collaborated with the Nazis to annihilate the Jewish
Mahathir Mohamed declared in a speech to the
people in order to drive the survivors to Palestine.
Organization of Islamic Conference that, "today Jews
Anti-Semitism and the prospects for peace.
rule the world by proxy. They get others to fight and
Islamic anti-Semitism permeates the Arab Middle
die for them." Imagine if an American president had
East and creates an atmosphere in which Jews are
made a similarly sweeping and bigoted statement
reviled and represented as subhuman. How can the
about blacks. Latinos or any other race—what a
Palestinian people embrace peace with a people
justifiable uproar, perhaps even an impeachment,
represented by their religious and political leaders as
dehumanized, evil beings? Even more importantly,
would ensue. Yet there was no condemnation by the
Muslim world of Mr. Mohamed's comments. Rather.
how can Israel be expected to trust a so-called peace
virtually all of the conference's Muslim leaders
partner who expresses abject hatred and murderous
actually voiced their approval.
intent toward Jews on a daily basis? Yet the U.S. and
In response to a terrorist attack in Saudi Arabia in
many European nations continue to demand that
May 2004, Crown Prince Abdullah declared that
Israel make one-sided sacrifices for peace with a
"Zionism is behind [these] terrorist actions in the
people steeped in racism and committed to its
destruction.
kingdom." (Zionism is the code word often used by
Until Islamic leaders muster the integrity to relentlessly condemn anti-Semitism (and its evil twin, antiZionism), we can't expect Israel to accept a forced peace with the Palestinians. Likewise, until moderate Muslims
reject racism in all forms, they can't expect Islam to enjoy full respect as a political and spiritual force among
the world's people.
This maaaaga has bawn published and paid for by

FLAME

Facts and Logic About the Middle East
P.O. Box 590359 ■ San Francisco, CA 94159
Gerardo Joffe, President

FLAME it ■ tax-exempt, non-proM educational SOI (c)(3) organisation
Its purpose « the research end publication of the lads regarding
developments m the MOM East and exposing false propaganda that
might harm the interests of the 0>*ed Stales and its ekes in thai area of
the world. Your tax-deductible contributions are welcome. They enable
us lo pursue these goals and to publish these messages *i national
newspapers and magaznee We have virtuaiy no overhead Almost all
of our revenue pays lor our educational work, lot these clarifying
messages, and lc related oVect mail
MC

To receive free FLAME updates, visit our website: www.factsandlogic.org

CAMPUS
SORORITY HOLDS FREE ICE CREAM SOCIAL
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Lunch focuses on Arab women
By Christin* Talbart
Reporte*

AUMANZAS , THE BG NEWS
SCOOP: Junioi Kamaiia Lewis scoops ice cream while her Sigma Lambda Gamma sorwity sisters wait m line during their Ice Cream
Social (Left to right) Senior Shaloma Jackson. Lewis and seniors Ruth Vlasic and Ashley Retchlm are all part of Sigma Lambda Gamma
The sorority will be host then Gamma Week April 4-9.

Krakoff said. "If they want to
Ben lasinski, president of Phi
build a building on a site that's Kappa Tau, said his fraternity
not perfectly flat, they'll put this plans on keeping some of the
From Page 1
kind of stuff down and it's good bricks from their house.
for future foundations and
"Our alumni had kind of wantelse was recycled."
ed to do a brick fund," he said.
Brunner said all (he metal, building structures."
Brunner said windows from "So we'd be creating a fund for
aluminum and steel is sent to
a scrap yard. He said it is then the buildings will not be effi- the future, so if we needed anyeither sold in bulk or shredded, cient to reuse. He said it would thing, like new furniture, we'd
take a lot of resources and have the money for that."
to be recycled.
Brunner said the contractor's money to make the windows fit
lasinski also said the
University is going to allow Phi
main goal was to reuse as much into existing buildings.
"They'reall single pane, which Kappa Tau to use the bricks to
of the debris and structure piecmeans they have one layer of build or make something once
es as possible.
Steve Krakoff, the University's glass, and it would be a bad use the new Greek village is built.
"An idea I kind of had |was|
associate vice president for cap- of resources," Brunner said. "To
ital planning and design, said spend good money to put in old to make our letters of out {the
bricks |," Jasinski said.
the leftover concrete from the windows is a bad idea."
He said he wanted to do this
Instead, Brunner said the
demolition will be hauled to an
off-site location where it will aluminum windows in Rodgers as a way of remembering the old
be sorted through to either be were demolished, pulled off and house and keeping the legacy.
Krakoff said they are still clearrecycled.
recycled or bound up.
Brunner said the wood from ing out debris from the demoli"They grind it up and they use
it for what's called engineered the three buildings was sent to tion sites. He said they should be
done mid-to late-April.
fill-in construction sites," a factory in Toledo.

RODGERS

Our Views, Your Views. BGSU and Bowling Green

BG Views
H jfl
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(heck us out online (*>

Presenter Taghreed Abu
Sarhan spoke about women in
the Arab world at the Women's
Center's Brown Bag Lunch
Series held Wednesday afternoon.
Sarhan spoke to a full room
of students about what life is
like for Arab women.
Women's Center Graduate
Assistant A'ame Kone, said
they invited Sarhan to present
because the theme of this
month's Brown Bag Series is
peace around the world.
" We wa nted to u ncover issues
in other places of the world so
we could get a glimpse of what
life is like for women outside
of our own culture," Kone said.
"We wanted to give students
a more cultural perspective.
What we might consider to
be oppression or segregation
between men and women in
other countries could be considered women's liberation to
those who belong to the culture."
Kone said it wras evident to
her that people are interested in the Arab world and are
curious about what life is like
for women in the Middle East
because it was the highest
attendance record for a brown
bag event.
"1 think students are fascinated to learn that what may
be taboo to us. can be considered perfectly normal some-

DINNER
From Page 1

Taiko drummers and a fashion show will also be featured
Sunday.
"I think it's important for |studentsl to know- how diverse the
campus is," Zhou said.
Sophomore and WSA member
Amanda Muego said the events,
especially the fashion show, will
showcase the mvriad of cultures

where else," she said.
Sarhan is from Jordan,
located next to Saudi Arabia
in the Middle East, and spoke
mostly about her experiences
of being a Muslim woman in
lordan and the United States.
"If a man was caught doing
the dishes by his mother or his
sister, his manhood would be
questioned," she said. "Men do
not assume this role, at least
the majority do not, because it
goes against the culture."
Sarhan said that women
assume these roles because if
a man did them, he would be
ridiculed.
"Women in the Islam religion are given the role of
running the household," she
said. "Worpen are in charge
of spending the money her
husband makes on school,
food for the children and
more. They do not sit, veiled,
doing nothing, like how some
Americans think."
Sarhan said not all women
have to wear a veil, and the
women who do decide to wear
veils should not be mistaken
that they are doing so because
they are very religious. Women
wear veils mainly for protection.
"Women are to be considered modest and polite," she
said. "With a veil on, no men
can see your hair, your body
or look at you in a sexual way
which prevents them from
being attacked."
clustered on campus.
Muego said the fashion show
will be international students
dressing up and showing off
their native apparel.
And in addition to the dancing,
singing and fashion will be the
variety of food available.
Grad student and WSA member Bashir Handous said dinner
will be a smorgasbord of dishes
from different countries, including lapan, Erance, Ireland and
Lebanon.
"It's a global menu." Handous

0

GARDASIL.
[Human PapiMomavirus Quadrivalent
(Types 6,11 ,16, and 18) Vaccine, Recombinant]

INTERESTED IN GARDASIL?
GARDASIL IS WIDELY AVAILABLE AND MANY
PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS* COVER It
3A
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs
to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or call 1 -800-FDA-1088.

"Women in the Islam
religion are given the
role of running the
household."
Taghree

i-1 Speaker

Islam is not the only religion that uses or used veils.
Christian and Jewish women
wore veils in the past. Since
using a veil is in the Koran.
Islamic women practice it
more.
Students asked Sarhan if
women were allowed to have
boyfriends or relationships
before they are married. They
were also curious about other
things not considered acceptable for women in lordan to
do that are considered acceptable in the United States.
"Women in the Arab world
are under a lot of pressure to
protect their reputation and
their virginity until marriage,"
Sarhan said. "Women can
have boyfriends before they
arc married, but to protect the
woman's reputation, the relationship must be kept a secret.
Women can be killed for having intercourse before marriage if a man finds out about
it. Even rumors of a woman
being promiscuous can lead
to her execution for tainting
her family's reputation."

said. "We're going to have coffee
from all over the world. So it's
pretty intense."
Muego said the dinner is a
good opportunity for students
to expose themselves to some
places around the world, especially for those who have never
left the country.
"lt'sa kind of culture you won't
experience unless you've been
there." Muego said. "This is a
good way to reach out to students who may not have the
opportunity."

FORUM
PcUPLk ON

"A part of being on the team is you have a group of 20 that becomes your family. We are
a group of people going through the same thing so it's instant friends and instant family."
- Meg Richardson, senior swimmer on benefits of being on an athletic team [see story, pg. 1].
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111C 5T R t ET What's the first thing that comes to mind when you hear the word 'feminism?

'Hippie*

fjtfHHHGil "Bake
'Bake sale in front of
the Union."

[21

1 "Empowered."

c*

jg^gg^^m "Bitch.

VISIT US AT

Have your own tale on
today's People On'The
Street7 Or a suggestion (

KIRSTEN CROCKETT.

Freshman.
Vocal Performance

MATT RALSTON,
Freshman.
ECT

LYNN HOGEiACK,
Freshman
HDFS

LEE GIBSON.
Freshman.
Criminal Justice

a question? Give us your
feedback at bqviewicom.

Head to head: The feminism edition
Two columnists provide their individual perspectives on modern day feminism, what it means to them and how things can change to improve for women

Health care subtractions denies
women rights over their bodies

Progression of feminist movement
has left black women behind

Audre Lord, the noted radical social activist, once commented that she had four
strikes against her: She was
black, female, socialist and
a lesbian.
In the United States, most
black women have two
strikes against them as soon
as they are born. In U.S. culture, where it has been a topdown social construct from
the beginning, women have
been historically marginalized. The women's movement
thai began in the early 19th
century with the Seneca Falls
Convention had. by the end
of the Civil War. accommodated the built-in marginalization against those of color
in our society.
The women's suffrage
movement criticized the 15th
Amendment that extended
the voting franchise to black
males, saying former slaves,
by virtue of their educational limitations, were not
deserving of the vote. The
women's suffrage movement
also went out of their way to
exclude black women from
their ranks to accommodate racist sentiments of the

time, rhe question is. have
black women benefited from
the feminist movement that
began in the 1960s?
The women's movement of
the 1960s was launched from
the shoulders of the civil
rights movement, using its
momentum to fuel its direction. The feminist movement
took its cue from the civil
rights movement in creating
the idea of their victimization at the hands of the white
male construct. This was very
successful and helped propel
white women past black males
in the pursuit of opportunities
at the top of the food chain in
the corporate world. But what
about black women's progress
in the same time frame?
Black women faced stiff
resistance from the black
male community of the civil
rights struggle, who wanted
to keep them in a subordinate
position. Black males were
focused on gaining parity

with white males, not at having black women rise beyond
their traditional roles. This
mindset was prevalent in the
black mainstream civil rights
organizations, but not common in groups like the Student
Nonviolent
Coordinating
Committee (SNCC) where
black women, like Fannie Lou
Hamer. played key roles.
The feminist movement
of the late 20th century was
made up of affluent white
women who were forceful in
articulating the message of
change, but it was made in the
context of applying to white
women only. Black women
who spoke out. like Lord, were
marginalized by the mainstream culture as
being caricatures of
a deviant lifestyle.
Poor black women
were totally left out
of the discussion,
as they became the
symbols of a failed
welfare state with
multiple children by
multiple partners' to
"game" the system.
This was constructed primarily by
the right wing who
opposed the social
programs of a society based on compassion, even though
poverty in the United
States has always
had a "white face."
Thus, the image of
a successful woman
pushed by the feminists was that of a
white female professional and didn't even try
to connect with white females
in industrial settings.
Black women have gained
traction, achieving success in
the collegiate world as they
surpass black men in graduating with degrees. According
to "The Growing Gender Gaps
in College F.nrollment and
Degree Attainment in the U.S.
and Their Potential Economic
and Social Consequences,"
prepared for The Business
Roundtable in Washington,
D.C. in 2003. "In 1999 2000,
for every 100 degrees awarded
to black men, black women
were awarded 188 associate
degrees, 192 bachelor degrees,
and 221 master's degrees."
According
to
the
Department of Labor's Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS) in

February, the educational
advantage has not translated into broad gains for black
women; 8.2 percent of blacks
with a degree remain unemployed compared with 4.5 percent of whites with a degree
being unemployed and 5 percent of overall degree holders being unemployed. This
translates into diminished
earning potential for black
women graduates.
The lournal of Blacks in
Education reports, "Black
women have a median income
that is 93 percent that of white
women." Black women are at
a serious disadvantage in the
current economy as the BLS
numbers for February show

black women who are heads
of households have an unemployment rate of 15 percent
compared to 11.6 percent for
all women heads of households and 8.5 percent for all
women. Black women, as part
of the population, have an
unemployment rate of 13.1
percent compared to 8.6 percent for all women.
These numbers translate
into a dilemma as the unemployment of black women who
are heads of households mean
a large number of children
are at risk in terms of educational prospects. The idea of
last hired, first fired, which
has impacted black men for
the last two decades, is now
crushing black women.
So has the feminist movement benefited black women?
I think not.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news story?
Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

Respond to Pat at
thenews@bgnews.com

ranging from shots to patches,
1 opt for the oral contraceptive. Obtaining the pill requires
a trip to the local pharmacy.
When 1 make my request for
my monthly prescription,
there's no need to take my
Feminism 'is alive and well. insurance card out of my walI know this, because I am a let. Many providers prefer not
feminist, and this past week- to cover birth control. I then
end hundreds of other young pay anywhere between $50
men and women just like me and $150, depending on the
gathered in Washington D.C. to brand and the hormone dosage, as I choose to keep my
discuss choices.
But the National Young body my own.
Feminist leadership Conference
Oral contraceptives are
we assembled felt rather tense. about 99 percent effective.
As the Feminist Majority And we all know it's not hard
Foundation did its best to to lake a pill, it's just so easy to
inspire student activists and forget. No worries. I am promtheir campus organizations, ised emergency contraception
will be available to me
over the counter. Again,
I visit my pharmacist
and keep my insurance
card tucked away or
(JET f9*1IN fipl - THE- E»ML
at home. Another $50
m (M»wiuLWGm\iAAA
and I can rest easy as
r\tA|NSr S&X-AL HAWK^Nt
I supplement the horxssense.ewmone dosage 1 missed
.JuSttxNT
within that.24-72 hour
time frame. My cycle
will keep on cycling.
Now its been a few
months since my Plan B
experience and I'm feeling good. Until I miss a
period. A positive result
on the early pregnancy
test (EPT) reminds me
I was taking an antibiotic a month ago, which
made my birth control
less effective, and now
I'm pregnant. But I still
have a choice! I decide
to pursue my legal
KSITHPAKIZ THEBGNS.VS
right to an abortion.
However, not one cent
members kept a close watch on
Capitol Mill. Health care reform of my insurance policy covers a
was happening, but not the way medical procedure I am guaranteed access to by the Nth
they had hoped.
Private insurance, as it stands, amendment.
Seriously. At this point, what
is flawed, especially for women.
We are forced to pay more am I even using that card for?
because we run the "risk" of
Speaking of health insurance
becoming pregnant. Maternity and women's health, I would
coverage can sky-rocket a pol- also like to point out that one
icy. However, protection from in four women have been
pregnancy is expensive too. It's exposed to HPV, the sexually
a lose/lose situation and I, for transmitted infection that can
one, am tired of being a loser.
cause cervical cancer. Gardasil
As an empowered female is a defense offered to younger
who fully believes in my right women to protect them. The
to choose, I am familiar with shot is given in three doses,
the many steps one can take. each costing about $200. Don't
Let's examine three theoreti- think this is covered by insurcal scenarios that illustrate ance, because usually, it's not.
the expense of trying to stay Aetna, for example, our student
child-free in 2010. Remember, insurance provider, does not
I am guaranteed the freedom cover the vaccination.
to pursue all of these options
However, Viagra, the popuby the United States govern- lar cure for erectile dysfuncment. Each is my right as an tion, often is covered. So what's
going on? This is discriminaAmerican citizen.
We'll start with birth control. tion on the basis of sex, plain
While there are several types. and simple.

Both the existing Hyde and
the proposed Stupak amendments prohibit spending federal money on abortion. This
means a woman can exercise
her right to choose, only if she
can fund it from her own pocket. Paying the price becomes
increasingly difficult when you
consider women earn about 20
percent less than men when
performing the same jobs.
But a larger percentage of
women tend to hold lowerpaying jobs, like in the service
industry, and they have been
hit disproportionately by the
recession. Think of waitresses
and house-keepers. Now think
about the health insurance
options these occupations typically offer. These are the women
who carry minimal coverage
with insufficient benefits. That
is, until they are "let go" and no
longer eligible.
Female unemployment and
under-employment have led
some to refer to the current
economic climate as a "hercession." When you can't meet
your basic needs, you turn to
the government for help. But
what if assistance is being limited by an anti-abortion agenda?
Feminists are concerned
that the financial stipulations
of these amendments will limit
the freedom secured by Roe
v. Wade nearly 40 years ago.
Women are already making difficult decisions about how to
budget their income. For many,
their choice is restricted by a
monetary barricade.
However, some are arguing
the passage of the Health Care
Reform Bill was merely a jumping off point. There is still time
to tweak the specifics of coverage before 2014. We should
have confidence that our prochoice President will uphold
our interests before the legislation goes into effect.
But we cannot wait. We must
be visible and we must be heard.
I encourage every woman who
values her reproductive rights
to let her representative know
that this an in it bill is unacceptable. I would also ask every
constituent of every gender
to voice their concerns about
exchanging our existing rights
for those we still desire. A tradeoff cannot be perceived as a
gain. If it happens once, it could
happen again.
Let's take a stand and remind
the Obama administration
that when we were promised
change, if was for the better.
Respond to Kale at
tlienews@bgnews.com
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Israel approves
new building in
east Jerusalem

Irish bishop resigns,
apologizes to
abuse victims

Nigeria's acting
leader presents
Cabinet nominees

UNITED NATIONS (AP) .
- China agreed to discuss possible new sanclions against Itan
lor the (irst time during talks
with key nations trying to get the
Iranians to return to negotiations
on the country's nuclear program.
Britain's UN ambassador said
Wednesday.

JERUSALEM (AP)-The
Jerusalem municipality has
approved 20 new apartments for
Jews in an Arab neighborhood
of east Jerusalem, the city said
Wednesday, in a move thai could
stir a new diplomatic crisis with
the United States just as Israel's
leader is in Washington on a
fence-mending visit.

DUBLIN (AP)-Pope Benedict
XVI accepted the resignation of an
Irish bishop Wednesday for his failure to report child-molesting priests
to police - and faced a renewed
reminder of the German abuse case
most closely linked to his own time
in charge of Munich

ABUJA. Nigeria (AP)- Nigeria's
acting president submitted a
partial list of Cabinet nominees
to the senate on Wednesday for
vetting to replace the ministers he
sacked last week, said the head of
Nigeria's senate.

Ambassador Mark Lyall Grant
said senior diplomats from the six
nations - the U.S.. Russia. China.
Britain. France and Germany held a conference call Wednesday
on a proposal For a fourth round
of sanctions, which the United
States circulated in January.
China has not responded to
the proposal. But Lyall Grant said
that during Wednesday's call, "my
understanding is that they have
agreed to engage substantively."
He said the six political directors "have agreed that they will
have a further discussion of possible measures early next week."
China, which relies on Iran for
much of its energy, traditionally
opposes sanctions, but it went
along with the first three sanctions resolutions

The announcement marked the
second time this month that Israel
has announced new construction
in the disputed section of the holy
city during face-to-face meetings between top US and Israeli
officials
The Obama administration is
seeking "clarification" of the latest building plan and continues
to believe Israeli construction
in Jerusalem is destructive to
the Mideast peace process, said
White House spokesman Tommy
Vietor.
Israeli lawmaker Eitan Cabel
accused Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu of unnecessarily provoking the U S.
"Is this another unfortunate'
mistake? Is this another 'misun- .
derstanding?" said Cabel. a member of the Labor Party, which sits
in the governing coalition.
"Netanyahu decided to spit into
Obama's eye. this time from up
close. He and his pyromaniac ministers insist on setting the Middle
East ablaze."

"To those whom I have failed in
any way, or through any omission
of mine have made suffer. I beg
forgiveness and pardon," the 75-yearold Magee said in his resignation
statement. Irish government investigators are continuing to explore
Cloyne abuse cover-ups and expect
to report findings later this year
The Vatican is on the defensive
over ever-unfolding accusations
that church leaders have protected
child abusers for decades in many
countries
Benedict last week issued an
unprecedented letter to Ireland
addressing the 16 years of church
cover-up scandals here But he has
yet to say anything about his handling of the Rev. Peter Hullermann.
the case known to have developed
on the pope's watch when, as
Cardinal Joseph Ratzinger, he oversaw the Munich Archdiocese from
1977 to 1982
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Envoy: China agrees
to discuss new
Iran sanctions

Bishop John Magee - who served
as secretary to Benedict's three
papal predecessors before returning
to Ireland in 1987 - apologized to
victims of any pedophile priests who
were kept in parish posts during his
23 years overseeing the southwest
Irish diocese of Cloyne.
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SOURCFS

Senate President David Mark
read out the 53 names to senators, starting a process to vet the
nominees. He did not make any
comments.
Later. Senator Anthony Manzo
told journalists the senate will
begin vetting the nominees next
Monday
In Nigeria nominees are not
assigned portfolios, so the vetting
normally involves general questions on Nigeria's economy and
how each individual will contribute
to the country's development
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The process can take several
days and nominees have been
rejected in the past.
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Among the prominent nominees
are former information minister
Dora Akunyili. She circulated a
memo to the Cabinet in February
calling on it to grant then-Vice
President Goodluck Jonathan powers to act on behalf of President
Umaru Yar'Adua who has been ill
and absent from office for months.

Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
Play more sudoku anil win prizes «:

PRIZESUDOKU™

It is unclear when Jonathan will
name the other Cabinet-nominees.
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SIDELINES

Poor pitching effort dooms
Falcons' home opener
By Ryan Satkowiik
Reporter

SOFTBALL
Falcons fall to No. 2
Michigan
Coach Shannon Salsbutg
(above) could only watch
as her team struggled in a
10-2 loss to the Wolverines.
Michigan's Niltki Nemitz was
the star in both the pitching
circle and at the plate. Nemitz
struck out nine BG batters
and also hit her first career
grand slam.
See page 7.

ONLINE
Become a BG News
Sports fan on
Facebook
The BG News sports section
has a Facebook fan page.
Log on to your Facebook and
search for "BG News Sports"
to become a fan and receive
instant BG sports news.
www.facebook.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Blog
Be sure to log on to The BG
News Sports Blog for continued news and updates on
your favorite Falcon teams.
www.bgnewssports.com

ONLINE
The BG News
Sports Twitter
The BG News sports section
has a Twitter feed. Be sure
to log on while your favorite
team is playing. We may have
in-game updates.
www.twitter.cofn/bqiKwssports

In their home opener, the BG
baseball team once again had
trouble pitching in a 12-7 loss
against Central Michigan
Wednesday afternoon.
While Central Michigan is a
member of the Mid-American
Conference,
Wednesday's
game was still scheduled as a
nonconference game with the
conference season to start on
Friday.
The Chippewas wasted no
time getting on the scoreboard
in, gaining four runs in the top
of the first against freshman
Cody Apthorpe.
With two outs in the inning
ami runners on first and second, catcher Matt Van net t cou Id
not hold onto a pitch, allowing
the runners to each move up
a base.

"From a pitching and defense standpoint,
we really didn't give ourselves a chance to
win. We emphasize pitching, defense and
hitting, and we scratched out 14 or 15 hits,
but we gave up 12 runs."
Danny Schmitz | BG baseball coach

On the next pitch, Central
Michigan's William Arnold
ripped a single to left field, scoring both runners.
With runners on first and second and one out in the second
inning, Vannett had a chance
to make up for his error but
grounded into a double play to
end the inning.
After giving up single runs in
the second and third, Apthorpe
was pulled after three innings
pitched and six runs allowed—

four earned — on five hits and
three walks.
"From a pitching and defense
standpoint, we really didn't
give ourselves a chance to win,"
coach Danny Schmitz said. "We
emphasize pitching, defense
and hitting, and we scratched
out 14 or 15 hits, but we gave up
12 runs."
Despite having 16 hits in the
CHBISIINAMCGINNIS

BASEBALL
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GOOD START: Derek Spencer had a strong day at the plate, batting in (our runs.

Head over heels
BG battles to overcome
adversity filled season
By C J Watson
Reporter

Despite all the ups and downs
of a tough season, the BG
gymnastics team has always
remained upbeat no matter the
circumstance.
"Throughout this season
our team has been through a
lot," said freshman Danielle
Wishart. "Our main motivation
to stay positive was to view it
like a challenge."
The first contest of theyear was
a tri-meet against Michigan and
Iowa, in which the Falcons came
up short to start the season at 0-2.

The Falcons faced the challenge
of regrouping and coming back
strong to start the Mid-American
Conference schedule.
And did they ever.
The Falcons went on a tear,
winningfourstraight conference
meets against Northern Illinois,
Western Michigan, Ball State
and Eastern Michigan. During
that streak, BG also notched a
win against Illinois-Chicago.
The Falcons proved that they
perform well on the road, winning three of five meets outside
See ADVERSITY | Page 7

OUR CALL
Today in
Sports History
1972-UCLAwinsan
NCAA record sixth basketball
championship.
1961—Cincinnati beats
Ohio State 70-65 in overtime
to win the 23rd NCAA basketball championship.

The List
With BG's loss to Central
Michigan, we take a look at
the top five performers from
the Chippewa's 12-7 victory:

I.Arnold: CMUs third
baseman William Arnold
went 4-for'-5 and drove in
four runs in the win.
2. Spencer: The BG third

Smaller athletes putting
up big numbers in gym
been one of the team's most
consistent performers this season and an all-around gymIn her third season at the helm nast who figures to be a key
of the BG gymnastics program, contributor at this weekend's
coach Kerrie Beach has never MAC Championships.
had a roster so small in stature.
Guy has won three allBut despite their small size, around medals this season and
the team has performed excep- is rarely seen outside of the top
tionally well and finished three in scoring in a meet. As
third in the Mid-American her career at BG is coming to
Conference, behind tradi- an end, she has an enormous
tional powers Kent State and amount of pride in the gymCentral Michigan.
nastics program.
The team's success can
"It has been a great honor to
be attributed to a strong be a part of this program for
group of seniors and very the past three years that I have
talented underclassmen, been here," Guy said. "Coming
including standout fresh- here and doing a sport that I
men that performed well
See STATURE | Page/
beyond their years.
Senior Breanne Guy has
By CJ W.itson
Reporter

CHRISTINA MCGINNIS ! THEBGNEWS
VAULT: Breanne Guy works on the vaull during a team practice session Wednesday afternoon

baseman. Derek Spencer,
matched CMUs with four
RBI, but his 3-for-5 effort at
the plate wasn't enough for
the win.

Powers decision to stay close to home paying off
By Christopher Rambo

3. Clark: Ricky Clark only

Reporter

had two at bats, but the CMU
second baseman made it
count knocking in two runs.
4. Cooper: CMU relief
pitcher Zach Cooper closed
out the five-run victory with
four strikeouts and only
allowed one hit in 1.2 innings
of work

5. Parsons: In a day BG
pitchers struggled, Dan Parsons
pitched a perfect ninth inning
and struck out one Chippewa
batter.

Normally, when a college athlete inks their name to a letter
of intent, the journey from high
school to collegiate athletics is a
difficult one.
There is a new campus to
figure out; a new coach, with
whom a relationship must continue to be built; new teammates to become acquainted
with. For BG golfer lohn Powers,
the transition was completely
different than most, due to the
fact that, in his case, many of
those traditional challenges
facing a freshman were alleviated long before he officially
became a Falcon.

Powers spent the vast
majority of his childhood
growing up within walking
distance of BGSU.
His father, Buddy, served
as coach of the University's
hockey team from 1994-2002
(Buddy was also an assistant with BG's 1984 National
Championship team), and his
mother, Undy, currently serves
as the assistant director at
Forrest Creason Golf Course.
From the time he entered
grade school, BG played a large
part in Powers' life. With athletics also so prevalent in his
upbringing (his two sisters,
Barbara and Caroline, are also
both Division I college athletes), John seemed to seam-

lessly acquire dual passions
for both hockey and golf at a
young age. He ice skated for the
first time at the age of 4, and
by the time he was 6, lohn was
playing both sports.
"Golf and hockey were both
easy for me to get into," Powers
said. "Growing up, I was always
around both them, and it really
worked out seasonally because
I could play one in the winter
and one in the summer."
During summer evenings
and weekends, the Powers family used golf as a way to spend
time together, frequently enjoying rounds at nearby Bowling
Green Country Club, and making the one-hour drive to Upper
Sandusky, Ohio, to play Lincoln

I.

golf head coach, Garry Winger.
When Winger came back to
Bowling Green in 1998, following his pro career, he developed a close relationship with
the Powers family.
"It's funny. I remember babysilting lohn and his sisters
Hills Golf Club, a family-oper- when they were younger, and
ated course.
now lohn's sisters baby-sit my
"Mostly everyone in my family little kids," Winger said. "We've
plays golf," Powers said. "So we just enjoyed a tremendous
would play together a lot and relationship over the years. The
always have a pretty good time Powers' are a very gifted famwith each other."
ily and just a great pleasure to
By the time he was 12, Powers spend time with."
began playing in various golf
As lohn evolved into one of
tournaments around the area. the better junior golfers in Ohio,
At this time, he had already
met and developed a friendSee POWERS | Page 7
ship with current BG men's
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John

Powers
Has strong ties to
BG after growing
up near campus
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Nemitz leads Michigan
to victory against Falcons
Wolverine pitcher strikes out nine batters and hits
second career grand slam to lead team to victory
By Br«tt W«n»
Reporter

giving up seven earned runs
"Every hit is
and recording zero strikeouts.
After giving up a couple runs
awesome. I got my
Led by senior Nikki Nemilz in the fifth, she was pulled in
and her second grand slam of favor of junior Zada Lines who
pitch, and it felt
her career, (he University of had her own problems against
Michigan was able to defeat Michigan. She gave up three perfect off the bat. I
the BG Softball team by a score earned runs, including a fullof 10-2 after five innings.
count walk which brought the was seeing it well, and
The win is the 10th of the game-ending.
season for Nemitz who is one
The Wolverines jumped
I was confident It's
of the Wolverine's left-handed out to a quick 2-0 lead
pitchers, and moved Michigan after the opening inning. always a nice feeling
to 23-5. while dropping the Michigan was also able to
Falcons to 4-10. Michigan add a run in the third inning
to hit it hard..."
used a seven-run fifth inning before the Falcons attemptincluding the grand slam by ed a comeback.
Nemitz to earn the victory.
Nikki Nemitz | UM pitcher
Three of the four hits came
"Every hit is awesome," in the top of the fourth for BG.
Nemitz said. "1 got my pitch, Freshman Paige Berger kicked
and it felt perfect off the bat. off the rally lofting a base hit the fourth.
BG will be back in action on
1 was seeing it well, and I was into right field.
confident. It's always a nice
Freshman Andrea Arney April2foradoubleheaderwith
feeling to hit it hard and hit it connected on a pitch for a two- Central Michigan University.
over the fence anyway. That run home run and her first ' The matchup will also
time, there just happened to homer of the season.
be the start of the home
be three of my teammates on
The only other hit for the opening weekend for the
base. I can't really hit a grand Falcons came in the first Falcons which culminates
slam without my team."
inning when Berger doubled with two games in two days
Junior Melissa Bott strug- to right field. BG left two on against Eastern Michigan
gled against the Wolverines, base in the inning and one in on April 3 and 4.

ADVERSITY
From Page 6
of Ohio.
When everything was on the
up and up, the team faced their
biggest challenge of the year.
During a tri-meet with
Western Michigan and IllinoisChicago, senior Queenita
Gamble went down as she ruptured her Achilles tendon. The
team tried to regroup after the
injury but was unable and finished the meet in third place.
BG went on to drop their
next two meets against West
Virginia and the MAC regularseason champions, Kent State.
The Mountaineers and Golden
Flashes dominated both meets

and they were never very close
from beginning to end.
Despite the losing streak,
the Falcons remained near
the top of the MAC standings.
Going into their final meet,
they were tied with Central
Michigan for second place
just behind Kent State.
During the tough times, the
seniors and coaches proved
that they were there for the
team through thick and thin.
"Both Kerrie IBeachl and
{assistant coach Craig Ballardl
have not on ly been great coaches, but they have also been
our support system throughout the year," Wishart said.
"Through the adversities, they
have always believed in us as
individuals and as a team."

POWERS
From Page 6
the close personal connection
that he and Winger shared
made recruiting an interesting
experience.
"I saw right away that lohn
was a very good player in all
areas of his game, and that
he could definitely compete
at this level," Winger said. "I
really wanted him for our program, but on the other hand,
I didn't want to use our relationship to pressure him to
come here. It was a little bit of
a balancing act."
In the end, Powers opted to
stay close to home, choosing
BG instead of Miami of Ohio.
"I just felt like it was a better
fit for me here," Powers said.
"It was close to home, and 1
really felt that coach Winger's
straightforward style of communicating suited me best."
Although he came to BG
already quite familiar with
both the University and the
coach, the transition to college
golf was not as simple.
Powers had won his fair
share of tournaments in high
school employing a go-forbroke style in which he simply mashed a driver as long
as possible and fired at flagsticks with what was routinely
a short-iron in hand.
Powers soon discovered that
such an aggressive approach
would not translate to the college game, where the courses
are longer and narrower and

"Our seniors are amazing
Despite the loss, Fillmore
and know how to be there for said she is confident that the
someone," said sophomore team's strong performance last
Kasey Fillmore. "They have weekend will prepare them for
been so strong through every- the MAC Championships on
thing we have gone through Saturday at Anderson Arena.
"Having a great meet under
this year which just brings out
their leadership. You just know our belts the week before MACs
that everyone of their hearts is just made everyone more excited, for next weekend," Fillmore
so into this team."
Last weekend, the Falcons said. "Now we just can focus on
participated in their final the little things heading into the
home meet of the regu- championships knowing we can
lar season against Central do great."
Although the team has faced
Michigan. Although BG had
their best performance in five much opposition throughout the
years, they came up short to season, especially near the tail
the Chippewas. The Falcons end, the group remains positive
scored a season-high 194.375 and focused on what lies ahead.
"The best part about our team
points in the meet, which was
more than a point higher than is that we never give up and we
keep fighting," Wishart said.
their previous season-high.
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the competition better.
"I was a little overwhelmed
during my first semester,"
Powers said "I could not score
consistentlybecausemycoursc
management was just awful. I
realized that I needed focus on
mydecision-makinga lot more
than I had in the past if I was to
have the kind of success I knew
I was capable of."
Things began to swing in
Powers' lav on h.n spring. In his
first two times out. he saw progressive improvement, finishing 32nd at Eastern Kentucky
and 14th at Marshall. Three
weeks later, Powers put it all
together, rallying from a sixstroke deficit at the beginning
of the final round to win the
University of Dayton Spring
Invitational by a single stroke.
"Everything just broke well
for me that week," Powers said.
"I was finally able to put the
ball in the fairway consistently,
which made a world of differ
ence for me."
Throughout the course of
the last 2 112 years, Powers has
developed into a stalwart for
Winger and the Falcons, averaging 74.89 during his sopho
more and junior seasons. He
is the type of player who can
always be counted on to put up
a solid score, nothing really too
flashy, but nothing too damaging either, which Winger says
is most important.
"I don't remember lohn really
shoot i ng a lot of bad scores over
his career," Winger said. "He is
almost always there when we
need him. Hiscourse-managc-

STATURE
From Page 6
love todo and compete in front
of people has been amazing. I
could not have asked for a better three years."
Sophomore
Kasey
Fillmore has a key contributor throughout the season.
Fillmore and Guy are the
Falcons' top all-around athletes and have helped nurture a young roster.
Youth can sometimes be a
problem for a collegiate program. At BG, the gymnastics
team has embraced it. The
three freshmen — Danielle
Wishart, Sunny Marchand
and Monica Eaton — have

menl has improved a ton since
he came here."
After a flare-up of his driving ills caused a string of disappointing finishes to close
out last fall, Powers diligently
attacked the problem during the winter, going through
hours of repetition in hope of
grooving his swing precisely
the way he wanted. The pay-off
this spring was immediate: a
sixth-place finish at the season-opening Palrnas Del Mar
in Puerto RiCO, and confidence
that the last semester of his
Falcon career will be a memorable one.
This was the first time that
lohn really got to put in a lot
of work during the winter,"
Winger said. "Last winter he
was sidelined with a broken
wrist, and before that we did
not have our indoor facility, so
he really couldn't work on his
game the way he wanted.''
For Winger, to see some
one who he watched grow up
before his eyes mature into the
model ol dependability and
consistency as a senior has to
be nothing short of gratifying.
The Kith -yearcoach summed
his senior's impact on the program this way.
"Guys like lohn make my job
a whole lot easier," Winger said.
T lean heavily on him for a
lot of things. I can't always be
with the team, but he does a
great job of taking charge and
making sure everybody is getting all the work in that they
need. He has really been a terrific asset lo this program."
been huge contributors all
season and have been instrumental in BG's success.
"As incoming freshmen,
Sunny, Monica and I really
wanted to do our part to
contribute to the team,"
Wishart said.
"It's been such a great
experience learning how to
compete at the collegiate
level from the upperclassmen. This season's team has
so much talent; it has really
been an honor to be competing in the lineup and contributing to the team score."
As the Falcons prepare for
the MAC Championships this
weekend, their success will
hinge on the individual success of their key performers.
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Doctor pleads not
guilty to molesting
100 patients

N J gov off to a
strong start; some
say too strong

Iowa gov. signs bill
sparked by H.S.
coach killing

GEORGETOWN. Del. (AP)-A

DESMOINES.Iowa(AP)

f
_ V
^

Reading scores
hold steady on
nationwide test

•
GOP operative
transforms into
tea party strategist

White collar
criminal appeals '
845-year sentence

(AP) - Reading scores for fourth-

SACRAMENTO. Calif (AP)r

Delaware pediatrician pleaded not

- Iowa Gov. Chet Culver has

not a lot that's small about New

and eighth-grade students held mostly

The Tea Party Express is one of the

guilty Wednesday to charges that

signed into law a bill that would

Jersey Gov. Chris Christie He is a

steady last year, continuing a stubborn

most visible factions of the national

multibillion-dollar fraud. Norman

he molested more than 100 ol his

require hospitals to notify police

big man with a lug personality and

trend of minimal improvement across

movement that has taken on the

Schmidt got 530 years for his role in

patients, many ol them repeatedly.

when releasing someone with an

a big problem - namely, closing a

most racial, economic and geographic

appearance of a grassroots ground-

a huge investment scam And then

and videotaped the assaults

outstanding warrant

nearly $11 billion deficit in a state

groups

swell of anger against the federal

there's white-collar criminal Sholam

government

Weiss, who isn t due for release until

A public defender for Dr Earl

TRENTON. N.J. (AP) - Theres

BG NEWS
WIRE

whose residents carry the biggest

The legislation stems from the

Scores on the National Assessment

ATLANTA (AP) - Bernie Madoff
is serving 150 years in prison for a

Bradley entered the plea before

killing of Aplington-Parkersburg

property-lax burden in the country

of Educational Progress, a series of fed-

Sussex County Superior Court

High School football coach Ed

He got elected m November

erally funded achievement tests, rose in

national bus tours and will begin

Judge T Henley Graves. Bradley

Thomas. He was shot to death

on a promise to make government

two states and the District of Columbia

a third this weekend with a rally

in prison in February 2000 by a feder-

said nothing during the two-minute

in June by former player Mark

smaller. And the straightforward -

in grade four and in nine states for

against Senate Majority Leader

al judge in Florida who said he should

hearing

Becker, who had been released

some would say m-your-face - way

grade eight in 2009 Overall, the fourth-

Harry Reid in his hometown in

be removed permanently from society.

from the mental health unit of a

he is doing it is getting noticed

grade average remained unchanged

Nevada.

Of course. Weiss wasn't in court at

Bradley, who was arrested in

Watedoo hospital a day before

December, is being held in lieu of

while eighth-graders rose one point

Dubbed "Gov. Wrecking Ball* by

the killing

The organization has led two

But the man behind the organiza-

one columnist, the Republican has

The average score for both grades

tion is anything but a fresh-faced

The 24 year-old Becker was

wasted no time trying to break law-

was only lour points higher than it was

activist. The architect of the Tea

include rape, sexual exploitation

convicted earlier thrs month of

makers "addiction to spending and

in 1992

Parly Express. Sal Russo. is a

of a child, unlawful sexual contact.

first degree murder

tearing down the political establish-

bail that Graves raised to $4.7 mil
lion The 471 counts against Bradley

continuous sexual abuse of a child.

Culver signed the bill

assault, and reckless endangering.

Wednesday at a ceremony

His medical license has been perma-

attended by Thomas family, who

nently revoked by Delaware officials.

lumpsuit and bound by handcuffs

into the courtroom by two security

the rule and $2,000 for additional

guards His sheepish demeanor was

violations

Austrian authorities eventually
found him and sent him back, and
now his attorneys want the 11th
Circuit Court of Appeals to order a

property taxes to an average of

isnt growing fast enough. Education

paigning for Republican candidates.

$7,500 per household

Sec Arne Duncan said in a statement

The Sacramento-based political

Fourth-grade math scores flattened

ordeis since taking office in January
- eight on his first day alone

$1,000 for the first violation of

jury was deliberating.

has spent nearly half a century cam-

Some say he has governed by

Hospitals could be fined

and leg shackles, was escorted

the time. He had fled overseas while a

California political operative who

"Today s results once again show that

fiat: he has signed 20 executive

support the measure

Weiss was sentenced to 845 years

the achievement of American students

ment that has pushed New Jerseys

had encouraged legislators to

Bradley, dressed in a gray prison

November 2754

Among other things, they freeze

new sentencing hearing. They re hoping a judge would use different guide-

action committee that funds Tea

lines that would give him a sentence
closer to 55 years or so.

last year and eighth-grade scores

Party Express activities. Our Country

improved two points, scores that were

Deserves Better, has taken in more

considered stagnant compared to years

than $4.5 million since forming

court Wednesday in Atlanta to argue

Attorney Stephen Saltzburg was in

of dramatic improvements: there has

in 2008 to help John McCain's

that the federal government reneged

regulations and subject unions to

been a 27 point increase overall for

presidential campaign That includes

on a promise to resentence Weiss

accented by the bangs of his long

the same campaign restrictions as

fourth-grade students since 1990 By

major contributions from corporate

made in exchange for Austria agree-

hair drooping over his forehead, and

corporations He has vetoed spend-

contrast, those leaps have never been

executives and other bedrock sup-

ing to send him back to the U S.

he sported the same graying beard

ing bv various boards and barred

seen in reading

seen in photos after he was arrested.

state agencies from hiring lobbyists

porters of conservative candidates.
such as actor Chuck Norns.

to influence state lawmakers

As the courtroom emptied after
the hearing, two women seated in

The organization is elevating its

He has also taken on the wide-

Weiss and six others were convicted or pleaded guilty in a plot
that caused the 1994 collapse of the

profile this week as it rallies against

National Heritage Life Insurance

the spectator section sobbed, con-

spread abuses that have contrib-

Reid. who has become a poster child

Co. and cost many of the Orlando

soled by a third woman

uted to soaring pension costs On

foi what is wrong with Washington in

company's 25.000 customers their life

Monday he signed his fust bills into

the eyes of conservatives as he runs

savings.

law. making major pension changes

for re-election

that result in less generous benefits

The event will feature a speech by

for all government workers

Sarah Palin and launch a 42 city bus
tour culminating with a tax day rally
in Washington.
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• Wc have Efficiencies, 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments.

• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished are the same price.
■ In most cases, water, sewer, and trash are included.
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office.
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Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!
Available for 2010-2011

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
.119 K. Woosler Street, Bowling tireen, OH
I Jivated Across From Tain Hell.

RENTAL OFFICE 14191354-2260
Hours- Mnndat to Frith) • S:.Mi to 5:.W • Saturday - H:.W to 5:04)
MM u.johnnt-M lowrealcslate.com

VISIT US M THE WtB • tti.lliwn.iv CM.

University Village &
University Courts
Clough
&
Mercer

1045 N. Main7B
Bowling Green, Ohio

(one block
south
of campus)

419-353-5800
Management Inc.

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments
• Conveniently located to campus in a
neighborhood with shopping & services
Affbrdably priced for single or shared occupancy
Call now to schedule your visit: (419) 352-0164
e-mail: rentals@universityapartments.us
www.universityapartments.us (for office hours)

C
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610 N. Main St.
New1 Bdrm/1bath $425
New 3 Bdrm/2 baths $900
Modern Kitchens
Walk to Downtown & Campus

UL

Ask about discounts
www.meccabg.com
SUMMER LEASES
NOW

GREEN BRIAR, INC.

4-45 last Winslir SI. 35
\\ \\ \\ A i VVI
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BASEBALL

From Page 6

game, the Falcons were never
able to siring a huge inning
together, and when they did
start a rally, they couldn't
manufacture runs with consistency.
After Ion Berti singled in a
run in the fourth to make it 6-2,
Matthew Pitzulo grounded out
with the bases loaded to end
the inning.
In the seventh, after a threerun double by Derek Spencer
and a single by Mark Galvin,
Clay Duncan hit a grounder
to third, where the third baseman threw to the catcher to

get Spencer at home, and the
catcher threw to second to
get Galvin, who was caught
between second and third.
"We ran ourselves out of the
inning there, as ISpencer] was
breaking for home, and then
we got caught between second base. That killed us there,"
Schmitz said.
Despite the sub-par outing
for Apthorpe, and a poor performance for Charles Wooten,
who gave up four runs on five
hits in an inning of relief, the
Falcons did have some strong
pitching performances.
Ross Gerdeman, who has
been the team's best pitcher
this season, Dan Parsons, and

Saturday's scheduled starter
Michael Frank each threw a
perfect inning in relief.
"We figured that with the
conference weekend coming
up, we could only throw certain guys for a certain amount
of lime," Schmilz said.
"So we threw those guys
only for an inning, and that's
why we threw Parsons [in the
ninthl so in case we did tie it,
he was our long guy."
The team will host a home
series with Northern Illinois
this weekend.
Friday's game is set to begin
at 3 p.m. while Saturday and
Sunday have 1 p.m. start
times.
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Classified Ads
419-372-6977
The BG News will nol knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against any individual or group on
the basis of race. sex. color, creed,
religion, national origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on the basis of any other
legally protected status.

Services Offered
ARE YOR JEANS TOO LONG?
Seamstress - Ktt Curran
Jeans hemmed using original hem.
by appointment only 419-340-9183
at Nellie's Bagel -127 S. Main Si.

Help Wanted
1

BARTENDING up lo $3O0/day. No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174
Bartenders and servers wanted:
Must be available weekends.
BG Country Club, 923 Fairview Ave
Days Inn now hiring:
Ironl desk employee. Ilex, all 3 shitls.
Call Kelly at 419-352-1520
Kidzwatch all centers now hiring care
givers lor days, eves & weekends
Send resume or apply in person al
3150 Bostwick.Levis Commons,
Perrysburg, OH
info@kidzwalch.net.
www.kidzwatch.net
Local hotel now hiring tor 2 positions:
computer professional with multimedia experience, and a marketing
sales manager E-mail resume to:
info@eldiproperlies.com
Respite Care Needed
Occasional evening respite care
needed in Rossford area lor young
man with special needs Please
contact Dave Knessi at
Wood County Board DD.
419-352-5115x3332
Summer Camp Counselor for
children w/disabilities. Must have
strong work elhic & be interested in
making a difference in life of a child.
$10-$15.25/hr, 35 hr/wk. summer
only. 5 sites in Summit County. OH.
Must enjoy outdoor activities.
Visit: www.akroncyo.orc)
to download an application from
the Careers link EOE

For Rent
"10-11 s.y. leases/apts. houses, efts
Looking to wrap up Houses still avail.
Discounts on 1 -6 BR houses & apts
Cartyrentals com 353-0325 9a-9p
"Last Large Houses for 10-11 SY.
Must go, MAKE Oiler 353-0325 9-9p
930 E. Wooster, 6BR ■ 7 unrelated
321 E. Merry house, 4BR =7 allowed
315 E. Merry UP. 4BR = 5 allowed
1 apt. close to campus.
available NOW. May & August
Call 419-708-9981

For Rent

12 month leases starting May 2010
122 N. Enterprise - 1BR. $380'mo
322 E Court • 1BR apt,
$440/mo includes all util
230 N Enterprise -1 BR, $370/mo
125 Baldwin - 3BR, 2ba, S885/mo
604 5th St - 3BR. 2ba. S870/mo
837 3rd St - 3BR, 2ba, S870/mo.
847 2nd St - 3BR, 2ba. S900/mo
Call for August available rentals.
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917

Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10-2. M-F.
www bgapartments com

2 BR duplex, private parking & patio
836 Scott Hamilton. Clean & quiet
Avail. 5/1/10. $560/mo tutil.
Call 419-352-1104.
2010-2011,1 & 2 BR, May or Aug.
1 & 2 BR avail now, short & long
term. For more into call 354-9740
or contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com
2BR apis. 4th St. pets OK. reduced
price. S490/mo *gas/elec; water incl.
Call 419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
2BR home, near campus.
newly remodeld. avail May 2010
$750/mo Call 419-352-5882
3 bedroom. 2 bath apt -1 left!
recently updated, newer carpel
619 High St Call 419-308-3525
3 BR house, 404 S College
S600/mo plus util.
Available Aug. call 419-352-4850
3 person house. 144 S. Summit.
4BR. 3 baths. $1200/mo
Avail Aug 15. call 419-308-2050
3BR house * util, avail 5/15/10.
3 room effic incl util. avail NOW,
1 rm studio apt incl util. avail 7/15/10.
2BR apt.util. avail 8/15/10
Call 419-601 -3225 or 352-4773
3BR house, very well maintained.
W/D. dishwasher, 3 person max
occup. Avail May. S675/mo ♦ util.
Call 419-601-0781
3BR, each w/ private full bath.

close to campus, $950/mo.
Call 419-708-9981.
424 E. Wooster, Lg 3 BR apt, great
location, avail Fall 2010 S950/mo.
utils incl. Call 419-352-5882
426 E. Wooster. large 1 BR apt.
Avail Fall 2010. S475/mo. utils incl.
Call 419-352-5882.
5BR, 3 bath home -1210 Wooster St.
Avail May. S310/mo. per person for
4 people * util. Call 419-352-1104
842 / 846 7th St. 3BR, 2 bath, new &
modern duplexes, close to campus.
Call 419-353-5078
BG Apts-818/822 2nd St,
2BR Apts Avail. May or August.
S490/$5001 util, 12 mo lease
www.BGApartments.com
Smith Apt. Rentals - 419-352-8917
Charlestown Apts
710 & 730 Scott Hamilton.
spacious 2BR. new kitchens,
S600/mo call 419-352-4380

LG 2 BR modern townhouse,
spiral staircase, vaulted ceilings,
new kitchen & bath, garage, A/C,
S650/mo, call 419-352-1104
Look for more listings on the
BG News website housing directory
www.bgviews.com
MidAm Apts
1 8 2 BR - S500/mo including heat.
641 & 702 3rd St. & 839 4th St
Call 419-352-4380
NEW REDUCED RENT
HOUSESI HOUSES! HOUSES!
PET FRIENDLY.
May Lease 2010-2011
133 S College - 3br 2 ba S850/mo
824 5th St. - 4 br 2 ba S850/mo,
4 people allowed.
August lease 2010-2011
308 S College - 4br 2 ba $850/mo
FROBOSE RENTALS
500 Lehman Ave. 419-352-6064
www.lroboserentals.com
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ACROSS
1
4
9
14
15
16
17
19
20
21
23
24
27
29
33
34
35
38
44
45
46
47

• < lum.in Coffee
• swiss Chocolates
• Variety of fruit juices
vegetable spreads
.mil more!
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"Our Gang" dog
Word of pity
Having one's doubts
Heed the coxswain
Ambient music
composer Brian
6 Bnnker of kiddie lit
7 Operatic slave girl
8 Old Ford SUV
9 Sub meat
10 In vitro cells
11
Tony of "Who's the
•3
Boss?"
12 Part of FAQ
13 "Gypsy" composer
Jule
18 Door feature
I 22 Bricks unit
6?
25 "Mr. Mom" actress
26 Instrument to which
an orchestra tunes
28 Big Indian
29 Word of rebuke
30 Big Apple tennts
stadium
31 Drips in an ICU
32 Open the door to

58
59
61
62
64

66 Zak. to Rmgo

67 Early computer
printer speed rneas.

ANSWERS
52 12 Tribes religion
55 Caesar's unlucky number?
56 Schooner filler
57 One of the Yokums
60 Pre-dye shade, perhaps
63 Open, in a way
65 Overtime causes
68 Mother-of-pearl
69 In first place
70 Prior to, in verse
71 Tiny amount
72 Tack room gear
73 Rimsky-Korsakov's
"Le Coq __"
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CNJASLADA BISTRO

,lain Strutl ' Bawling Green "II Phone ■ il "
www.nasladabistro.com

CARRY OUT ONLY

CO

lohrwiai
CenterQ <

fridge & microwave

Celebrating ()ur

• King or 2 double beds

O

• Free cable TV

THE HEAT
904 E Woosler 1419-352-3588
5 beds. 1 booth • closes! lo campus
SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S Main 419-353-8826
5 beds, 2 booths • appt. available
THE WASH HOUSE
248 N Ma.n ' 419-354-1559
17 beds. 2 booths • no appt. needed

• Free local calls

TanningCent8rBG.com

• Hair dryer & corfee

Sale! -SPtbys$30-Sale!

maker available in room

(SumtanJ Btdf. 30 ConututiA Oa,v v'rcts Musi Ba 24 Hours Apart)

SHRM

Right Across from BGSU!

NEW CUSTOMERS

g Tan for as lo «

$439.00/month

1 WEEK FREE

$17

2 VISITS $5«">

419.352.5212

LOTIONS
UP TO

40% OFF
EVERYDAY

Want to join a fun group
on campus that will
build leadership skills?
Come to the general
meeting of the
Society of Human
Resource Management!!

3.25.10
7:00pm - BA 104

Come have fun & learn and
positions opening up!

PALM SUNDAY I

MARCH

28

Saturday Vigil | 5 p.m.
Sunday Masses | 10 a.m., 5 p.m. & 9 p.m.

Charming Houses:
119 Troupe-3BR. 2 baths,
screened patio. S1,200/mo
212 Crim - remodeled 3BR. 2 baths.
great room. $1,150/mo
225 Summit - 3BR, 2 baths,
garage & carport. S1,000/mo.
Call 419-352-4380

HOLY THURSDAY

APRIL

1

Mass | 7:30 p.m.
Seder Meal | 5:15 p.m. | Commemorating the Passover Meal

GOOD FRIDAY

HILLSDALE APARTMENTS
3 BEDROOMS

APRIL

2

Stations of the Cross | 3 p.m. & 7 p.m.
Service | 3:30 p.m.
Passion Movie | 8 p.m. in Fireside Lounge

HOLY SATURDAY

On BGSU Shuttle Route
Up to 5 People at NO EXTRA CHARGE
Dishwasher and Garbage Disposal
Full Basements
Washer and Dryer Unit
Patios & Grassy Areas Great For Cornhole
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
Central Air & Heat
• Carports

52
53
54

Rice-A
Roget entry: Abbr.
"Hooray!"
Non-commercial
TV spot
Caveat
Computer acronym
about faulty data
Quick trip
Of an arm bone
Bing Crosby's
primary label
Bench matenal
Hairy mountain
sighting
Musical prefix with
smith?
River o' Flanders
Slo-pitch path

Exclusive
selection of
European
wine!
Visit I'urojx' without ever having to leave Bowling I ireenl

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

www.meccabg.com
Mecca Management. Inc.
419-353-5800

50
51

36 Like 007's martinis

Newly updated 4BR house, 1 bath.
2 car garage. 2 blocks Irom campus
S945/mo call 513-312-3586

Sign for next year now and save.
S420/mo for year lease, 709 Fifth St.
2BR. 2 baths. C/A, call Jack or Phil
for appt at 800-829-8638

42
43
48
49

37 Normandy battle site
39 Wee bit
40 Gothic novelist
Radcliffe
41 Operating system
developed at Ben
Labs

de deux
Therapy center for short
Parts of fast food orders
Four-legged bugler
Where the ecstatic walk
Salt's "Halt!"
National sport of South Korea
Having a beanpole physique
"Baseball Tonight" station
Year-end mall temp
Jon Stewart's "moment of "
Like dnve-thru orders
Bosom buddy
Longtime skating partner
of Randy Gardner
The Trojans of the Pac-10
Go hither and yon
Au _: menu phrase
Places to order torn yum goong
'Xanadu" band, for short
__ time: pronto
Like some grins
Host of "Extreme Makeover:
Home Edition1'

Also try our tmllwnHv
I in opt <ui (HMHIS:
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For Rent

VSLADA BISTRO

brought to you by * ■

APRIL3

Easter Vigil Mass | 8 p.m.

EASTER SUNDAY

APRIL

4

Mass 110 a.m.
Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza. Sm

*AII events will be held at St. Thomas More University Parish,
on Thurstin Avenue across from McDonald Residence Hall

Lower

Management Inc.
www.meccabg.com

Delivery Fee
ONLY $1.50

1045 N. Main 7B
Bowling Green, Ohio
419-353-5800

ST. THOMAS

CATHOLIC
UNIVERSITY

826 S Mt*l Si. tov»li»g Gr.en

info@meccabg .com

419-353-PAPA

532 Elm St. #A&B - $850

1

534 S. College #A&B - $725
217 S. College - $550

|

Newlove
Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)
[

419-352-5620
www.newloverentals.com

j

419.352.7555
425 Thurstin Ave.
www.sttoms.com

■

• Three Bedroom Duplexes

r

• Close to campus

«^

• Very affordable

^T*

SPORTS

10 Thursday. March 25.2010

Falcons drop home opener, 12-7

«ROT»" «■•■ ' ™E BG NEWS

ANDREA FEW I THE BG NEWS

eal a throw to second base (Top right) Clay Duncan makes a catch on a fly ball in BG's toss to Central Michigan (Bottom Right) Richie O'Brien prepares to deliver a pilch in BG's loss.

ON THE DIAMOND: (Top loll) Ryan Schlaler is on it,
rtstop Jon Bert backhands a ground at

LESS PAY
MORE PLAY

mm

mSmm
SPACES GOING FAST - APPLY TODAY FOR FALL 2010
419.353.5100

706 NAPOLEON RD

BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
m

Find us on

-X Facebook

111 AN AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITY
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